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Task Switching and Multitask Performance
Harold Pashler

ABSTRACT Research on task switching and dual-task performance has spawned two literatures that have, to a surprising extent, developed independently. This tutorial reviews the
principal findings of each tradition and considers how these phenomena may be related.
Beginning with Jersild 1927, task-switching studies reveal that when people perform two
tasks in succession, with each task requiring different responses to the same set of stimuli,
substantial slowing occurs. Recent research suggests that while this slowing can be partially
ameliorated by allowing sufficient time between tasks, advance reconfiguration is almost
always incomplete. In studies of dual-task performance, stimuli arc presented very close
together in time, and subjects attempt concurrently to perform two wholly distinct tasks. A
substantial slowing of one or both tasks is usually observed. The most stubborn source of this
slowing appears to be queuing of central processing stages, sometimes supplemented by other
kinds of interference. This queuing occurs even when the tasks are highly dissimilar and is
unlikely to reflect voluntary strategies. A number of possibilities for how task switching and
dual-task queuing plight be related are discussed critically, including the possibility that
queuing might stem from an inability to maintain two distinct task sets at the same time.

What happens when people try to switch rapidly between one task and
another? What happens when they try to do more than one task at the
same time? The first of these two fundamental questions is chiefly discussed in a modest-sized literature under the label "task switching" or
"mental set"; the second, in a much larger literature under the label
"divided attention" or "dual-task performance." The present chapter
reviews main phenomena and theoretical issues in both areas and tries to
draw some substantive connections between them.
12.1 TASK SWITCHING

In 1927, well before the modern era of information-processing psychology,
an educational psychologist named Arthur T. Jersild published a
pioneering study of people's ability to alternate between different tasks.
Jersild measured the total time it took a person to work through a printed
list of stimuli, making a response of some kind to each individual item in
turn. In pure task blocks, subjects performed the same task on each item
(for example, subtracting three from each number on a list). In alternatingtask blocks, subjects performed one task on all the odd-

numbered stimuli, and another task on the even-numbered stimuli. In
some of the experiments, every stimulus was a potential input for either
task (following Fagot 1994, I will refer to this arrangement of tasks and
stimuli as a "bivalent" list or mapping). One of Jersild's bivalent
alternating-task lists contained two-digit numbers; subjects were instructed to subtract three from the first number, add six to the second
number, subtract three from the third, and so forth. They were substantially slower (more than 0.5 sec per item) in bivalent alternating lists
than in pure lists, sometimes by more than 1 sec per item. This difference
between pure and alternating bivalent lists will be referred to as the
"alternation cost."
Jersild also examined the case of task alternation, where each stimulus
was a potential input only for the appropriate task (henceforth referred to as
a "univalent" list or mapping). For example, one univalent alternating list
contained two-digit numbers and words, numbers alternating with words;
subjects were instructed to subtract three from each number and to say
aloud the antonym of each word. Remarkably, Jersild found that there was
no alternation cost at all with these univalent lists; indeed, subjects were
actually slightly faster in responding to alternating lists than to pure lists.
Some fifty years later, Spector and Biederman (1976) confirmed
Jersild's basic results, finding a modest-sized benefit of alternation with
univalent lists. This occurred, however, only when the items were printed as
in Jersild's studies, and subjects were allowed to preview items ahead of
the ones they were responding to.1 When the items were placed on cards,
so that subjects could not see the next stimulus until they turned a card
over, there was actually a small alternation cost; the same was true when
the experiment was run with a discrete-trials procedure. With the
alternating bivalent lists (adding three, then subtracting three, etc.),
Spector and Biederman found a large alternation cost (402 msec/item).
This was cut about in half, to 188 msec/item, when a visual task cue ("+3"
or "-3") was placed next to each item.
Several rather trivial potential explanations for the basic alternation
cost need to be considered.
One might propose that the alternation cost merely reflects a tendency of
subjects occasionally to forget what task they should perform next. If this
is correct, the slowing should largely be confined to a few, very slow trials.
This does not seem to be the case, however. Fagot (1994) had subjects
make button-push responses to either the color or the identity of a letter
(an A, B, or C in red, green, or blue). Figure 12.1 shows the Vincentized
reaction time (RT) distributions for a zero response-stimulus interval (RSI)
condition where the two tasks were performed in alternation.2 The slowing
is by no means confined to the slowest responses. Evidently, then, among
the sources of the alternation cost are events that occur on at least a
significant number of trials.
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Figure 12.1 Vincentized reaction time (RT) distributions for a bivalent list alternating-task
design. Alternation cost appears even among the fastest responses. From Fagot 1994; reprinted
with permission.

One might also propose that the faster responses to pure as opposed to
alternating lists arise because alternating lists do not include any stimulus
repetitions. In any speeded-choice task, people respond much faster to
stimuli that match whatever was presented on the preceding trial
(Kornblum 1973; Pashler and Baylis 1991). This potential confound does
not explain the effect, however. In the experiment by Fagot (1994) shown in
figure 12.1, lists were selected with the constraint that there be no item
repetitions, but the alternation cost was still found; the same was probably
done informally in some of the earlier studies.3
What, then, accounts for the alternation cost with bivalent lists, and why
is this cost sometimes virtually absent with univalent lists? Perhaps the
most obvious interpretation is that depicted in figure 12.2. According to this
"task set reconfiguration" (TSR) view (Monsell 1996), preparing to perform
a task involves linking and/or configuring different processing modules.
Different modules are assumed to be responsible for different aspects or
stages of the task (e.g., perception, response selection, etc.). With bivalent
lists, task alternation requires changing the links, settings, or both between
when the central processing of one stimulus is completed and when the
central processing of the next begins. In some cases, changes in the
configuration of perceptual modules may also be involved. Given the
conflicting response selection rules in the case of bivalent stimuli, the
module responsible for response selection cannot be set the same way
throughout the block of trials. At first blush in this account, one would
assume that the alternation cost simply reflects the time needed to complete
the switch. As for univalent alternating tasks, it should be possible for the
two
task
mappings
to
coexist
more
or
less
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Figure 12.2 Discrete conception of task set switching. The response selection machinery is
prepared at any one time to perform either of the two incompatible mappings, but not both. In
the alternating-task blocks, one mapping is switched out and the other inserted, somewhat as a
crystal in early radio sets.

happily, so that the union of the two mappings could simply be loaded into
the response selection module. This may explain why there should be
minimal cost in that situation, although of course by itself it does not explain
why there should ever be a benefit.
If this account is correct, allowing extra time between the response to
stimulus n and the presentation of stimulus n + 1 (RSI) might allow subjects
to complete the switch in advance, thereby reducing or eliminating the
alternation cost. Many recent studies of task alternation have found some
reduction. A notable example is Rogers and Monsell 1995, which found an
approximately 50% reduction as RSI was lengthened from 150 msec to 1,200
msec, so long as subjects could rely on having the long RSI. In Fagot 1994;
conducted in my own laboratory, subjects were instructed • to respond to
colored letters by pushing a button to indicate either the color of the letter or
its identity. In alternating-task blocks, RSI varied from 0 to 1.5 sec; the
alternation cost fell from 314 msec at the zero RSI to 201 msec at the 1.5 sec
RSI, with most of the reduction occurring over the range of RSIs between zero
and 400 msec; this pattern was confirmed in several other experiments within
that series.
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Figure 12.3 Reaction time (RT) results from an AABB task (Fagot 1994), redrawn in Pashler
1997. Subjects are faster on second performance of a given task, but still not so fast as in a pure
block of trials.

As Rogers and Monsell (1995) point out, the alternation cost (difference
between pure and alternating-task blocks) is likely to include several
factors in addition to reconfiguration time. For example, there might be
slowing due to the processing "overhead" needed to maintain and implement the intention to alternate. Because concurrent memory loads generally
slow performance in reaction time tasks (Logan 1978), it seems reasonable
to expect that holding onto a plan for alternating would impose a memory
load of its own. In addition, differences in effort or arousal cannot be ruled
out.
To help tease apart these factors, Rogers and Monsell used an
"alternating-runs" procedure, wherein subjects performed first one task a
number of times, then the other, and so forth. A pair of characters was
presented on each trial, one a letter and the other a digit. Subjects either
classified the letter as a vowel versus consonant, or the digit as odd versus
even. Sometimes each task was performed twice in succession (AABB).
The first response within a run of a given task (AABB) was substantially
slower than the second (AABB), even at the long RSI. This was later
confirmed by Fagot (1994) using the color and letter tasks described above.
In AABB lists, subjects were required to perform the color task twice, the
letter task twice, and so forth. Fagot also included pure blocks of trials and
alternating (ABAB) blocks for comparison. As seen in figure
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12.3, the first performance of a given task (AABB) was close to the ABAB
blocks, but slower than the second performance (AABB), as in Rogers and
Monsell's data. The second performance was still quite a bit slower than
the pure block (AAAA), however, suggesting that the overhead cost is
nontrivial.
In a further example of the stubbornness of the residual task switch cost
at long RSIs, Goschke (chap. 14, this volume) allowed subjects 1.5 sec
between two colored letters, each of which was to be classified by color or
shape, and found responses were substantially slower when a different
task had to be performed on the second letter.
Thus it appears, as Rogers and Monsell argued, that several factors play
a role in the basic Jersild alternation effect. From the standpoint of
conventional thinking in information-processing psychology, probably
the most surprising of these factors is the switch cost, which persists even
after ample time has been provided for reconfiguration. Some clues about
the nature of this residual switch cost come from an additional experiment by Rogers and Monsell (1995), in which subjects performed a task
four times in succession, then switched and performed the other task four
times, and so forth. Performing a given task initially produced a substantial
speedup for the second response, but over the next two responses, no
additional improvement was detected (see figure 12.4). The authors
concluded that the gain observed from performing the task once could not
be attributed to "micropractice"—a small dose of the same optimization
process that, over many trials, yields the familiar practice effect. After all,
they reasoned, such a process could hardly reach an abrupt and final
asymptote after one trial, as these data seem to show. The empirical basis
for this conclusion has recently been challenged, however, by Salthouse et
al. (1998), who had subjects switch tasks and then perform fairly long runs
of a different task. They found RTs for the second trial within a run had
still not reached a baseline in their data, and argued that Rogers and
Monsell may have had insufficient experimental power to detect this continuing decline.
Cuing the Task Set
Control over task set is also illuminated by experimental designs in which
the subject cannot tell which task to perform until a task cue is provided.
Following in the footsteps of Shaffer (1965), Sudevan and Taylor (1987)
had subjects perform one of two different tasks involving a digit. One task
required classifying the digit as odd or even, while the other required
classifying it as less than six or greater than five (bivalent mapping). The
cue preceded the digit by an interval ranging between 400 msec and 4
sec. Responses became faster and more accurate as the interval was
lengthened to about 2 or 3 sec. In his color/identity design, Fagot (1994)
examined cue-target intervals ranging from zero to 4 seconds, and
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Figure 12.4 Reaction times (RT) and error rates in Rogers and Monsell 1995, experiment 6, as a
function of position in a run of four trials (subjects performed one task four times, then
switched to the other task; redrawn from Rogers and Monsell 1995, fig. 5).

found that the bulk of the benefit (over 200 msec) occurred over the range
from 0 to 500 msec, with some further improvement out to about 1 sec;
thereafter, performance was little changed. Other studies (e.g., Logan and
Zbrodoff 1982) have also found a similar time course using cues that are
helpful but not strictly necessary in performing the task. As Rogers and
Monsell (1995) point out, one cannot directly derive an estimate of the
time needed for reconfiguration based on these kinds of experiments,
because at the shortest cue-target interval, the time needed to read and
interpret the cue is presumably slowing responses, along with the requirement to reconfigure.
Recall that in the alternating-task procedure described earlier, the first
response within a run of two successive instances of the same task is
slower than the second response, even with an ample RSI. Based on that
result, we would naturally expect that in the cuing procedure, no matter
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how long the cue-target interval, responses would be slower when the
previous trial involved the other task. This is indeed the case. For example,
Fagot (1994) presented task cues in blocks with a random or a fixed task
sequence (either alternating or nonalternating). Even when subjects had
four seconds to use the task cue, there was still a benefit of having
performed the same task on the preceding trial; as expected, there was an
additional benefit of having a fixed sequence.
In a clever recent study, Meiran (1996) cued subjects to respond to the
vertical or horizontal position of a disk; the task varied from trial to trial
within a block. Task cues (arrows pointing either up and down or left and
right) appeared about 200 or 1,400 msec prior to onset of the imperative
stimulus. Subjects were slower when they had to perform a different task
from one trial to the next. This difference was substantially greater at the
short cue-stimulus interval than at the long interval, but did not disappear
at the longer interval. Meiran argued that the reduced task alternation
effect produced by increasing the cue-target interval did not occur merely
because lengthening this interval made the previous task more distant in
time, reducing its impact by passive decay. When the interval between the
previous response and the cue was decreased to make up for the increase in
the cue-target interval, thereby holding the RSI constant, the longer cuetarget interval still reduced the effect of a task switch. This strongly
suggests that some, albeit incomplete, advance reconfiguration is indeed
taking place.
Incompleteness of Reconfiguration
We have seen that in both the alternating-task procedure and the taskcuing procedure, providing subjects plenty of time to prepare reduces the
cost of having to perform a task different from the one they just performed (in the bivalent situation), but it does not allow them to respond as
quickly as if no switch of task had been required. This residual difference
cannot be attributed to overhead cost because it appears also with the
alternating-runs procedure (e.g., Rogers and Monsell 1995) as well as with
the task-cuing procedure (e.g., Meiran 1996).
Why should there be a residual switch cost? Why is reconfiguration
incomplete? De Jong (chap. 15, this volume) asked whether the residual
switch cost stems from a constant slowing that appears on all trials or
from a slowing that arises on only a fraction of the trials. Using the
alternating-runs procedure of Rogers and Monsell, he had subjects classify
colored letters according to either color or identity (consonant versus
vowel). He found little evidence for a constant slowing component at the
long RSI, and argued that incompleteness of reconfiguration is at least
avoidable under certain conditions. His results may not rule out the possibility, however, that residual cost is always present, but imposes a delay
whose magnitude varies from trial to trial.
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Meiran (chap. 16, this volume) proposes that residual shift depends on a
feature of certain switching designs not discussed thus far, namely,
"ambiguity of responses," the use of an overlapping set of responses in the
two tasks. As in his earlier experiments described above, Meiran used a
design in which subjects respond to either the vertical or the horizontal
position of a disk placed in one of four quadrants of the display. When the
two tasks used the same two response keys (ambiguous responses), there
was a positive residual task switch cost; when the responses were separate,
the residual cost was reduced or absent.
According to Meiran, task preparation may involve not only the selective
amplification or enabling of particular stimulus-response links, as depicted
in figure 12.2, but also the selection of a response set, which can only be
achieved by actually performing the task. This proposal is intriguing, and
receives support from the data reported in this volume, although there are
cases in the literature where residual task-switching costs have been
observed even when two tasks did not involve "ambiguous" responses. For
example, Fagot (1994) observed residual switch costs for mappings both
with the same keys and with corresponding keys of different hands.
An alternative view of the residual cost of a task switch is that it results,
not from the need to perform a time-consuming control process on the
switch trial (as the authors described above have assumed), but from a
prolongation on switch trials of the response selection process that happens on all trials. This prolongation, is caused by competition due to positive
or negative priming of task sets or of S-R associations from previous trials
on which the other task was performed. Such a view was first proposed by
Allport, Styles, and Hsieh (1994), and a new version of it is presented by
Allport and Wylie's chapter (chap. 2, this volume), to which the reader is
referred for arguments and evidence. It seems clear from Allport and
Wylie's work that there are carryover effects from recently performing the
alternative task in response to the same stimulus or class of stimulus. What
is not clear, however, is whether these carryover effects are sufficient to
account for the dramatic drop in RT from the first to the second trial after a
task swtich. Further, the notions of priming effects and control processes
are by no means mutually exclusive.
Task Congruity Effects
The incompleteness of reconfiguration is revealed, not only by residual
switch costs that persist despite long RSIs, but also by persisting effects of
the purportedly disengaged mapping. Recall that Rogers and Monsell
(1995) had subjects respond to either the letter or the digit in a letter-digit
pair, using an alternating-runs procedure. The authors examined reaction
times as a function of whether the irrelevant item in the pair would,
according to the irrelevant (supposedly inactive) task mapping, yield the
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same response as that required on the current trial. The trial was called
"congruent" when it did, and "incongruent" when it did not. There was a
modest but significant tendency for slower responses on incongruent
trials than on congruent trials, although responses trials with neutral
stimuli were faster still. Similarly, in Fagot's color/letter design, where
subjects responded either to color or to identity, responses were about 90
msec slower when the other feature was associated with a response inappropriate on the current trial. These congruency effects imply that the
"competing task set is not entirely disabled" (Rogers and Monsell 1995,
216).
There is some controversy about whether the competing task set can be
disabled when a sufficiently long RSI is provided. In their experiment 3,
Rogers and Monsell found no significant reduction in the congruence
effect (measured, as usual, in RTs) when they increased the R-S interval,
although there was a marginally significant interaction in the error rates.
Similarly, in three experiments, Fagot (1994) found only a weak reduction in
congruency effects. By contrast, Meiran (1996), using his location button
tasks, found a strong interaction, with congruence effects reduced but not
eliminated. Finally, Sudevan and Taylor (1987) reported that congruence
effects with their digit task disappeared at long cue-target intervals, while
Goschke (chap. 14, this volume) reports having nearly eliminated the
effect of task congruence with a long, unfilled RSI and after practice.
Unhappily, then, the results run the full gamut from complete persistence of
the congruence effect at a long RSI all the way to virtual disappearance. This
issue remains to be sorted out.
Conclusions
Evidently, when subjects anticipate the need to perform a task incompatible
with the one they just performed (as in the case of a bivalent list),
whether this anticipation is based on the requirement to alternate (as in
the Jersild paradigm and its spin-offs), or on the perception of a cue
telling them to perform a task different from the one they just performed,
some advance reconfiguration can occur, as depicted in figure 12.2. With
the sorts of simple but arbitrary tasks studied in this literature, this
reconfiguration usually seems to take under 0.5 sec when subjects have no
other intervening task to perform. Reconfiguration may be accompanied by
verbalization, usually covert, of the instructions for the upcoming trial.
The notion of advance reconfiguration illustrated in figure 12.2 seems to
have some validity, but it misses important aspects of task switching. First,
advance reconfiguration usually fails to eliminate the costs of having just
performed a different task. Even with ample RSIs or cue-target intervals,
subjects are still typically slower when they must perform a task different
from the one they just performed (although Meiran's design
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reveals at least some exceptions). Actually performing a task once allows a
significant amount of additional reconfiguration or tuning to take place.
Rogers and Monsell refer to the tuning before first performing a task as
the "endogenous component" of task preparation, and to that after performing the task as the "exogenous component." Although their data had
suggested that exogenous reconfiguration is complete after one trial, subsequent data (Salthouse et al. 1998) suggest it may not be entirely complete until two trials.
Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of task switching is the lingering
effect of the irrelevant mapping—the "task congruity effect." Not only
advance reconfiguration, but indeed all reconfiguration accomplished up to
the point of selecting a response in the new task seems incapable of
wholly disabling the old mapping. While task congruity effects have on
some occasions been observed to disappear with adequate preparation
time, as noted above, more commonly they seem to persist, at least to
some extent (an issue discussed in detail by Allport and Wylie, chap. 2,
this volume).
12.2 DUAL-TASK PERFORMANCE

We turn now to the limitations that arise when people attempt to perform
two different tasks at the same time. Our focus here will be on discrete
tasks; with more continuous tasks, interference and switching are easily
disguised for reasons that will emerge clearly below. Not surprisingly,
limitations on simultaneous mental operations evidently arise at various
different functional loci. Perceptual analysis of multiple stimuli often takes
place in parallel, with capacity limitations sometimes becoming evident when
perceptual demands exceed a certain threshold (Pashler 1997) although
nonperceptual factors (such as statistical noise in search designs) often
masquerade as capacity limitations (Palmer, 1995). These limitations
appear largely, but probably not entirely, modality specific (Treisman and
Davies 1973; Duncan, Mertens, and Ward 1997). Similarly, response
conflicts arise when responses must be produced close together in time.
These perceptual limitations are often most acute when similar or linked
effectors are used, such as the two hands (Heuer 1985).
The most intriguing, and for the present topic most relevant, limitations
arise in central stages of decision, memory retrieval, and response
selection. Intuitively, most laymen assume that the cognitive aspects of
two tasks can be performed simultaneously unless one or both are intellectually demanding. That this is not the case, however, is most clearly
seen when people try to carry out two speeded but relatively simple tasks,
each requiring a response to a separate individual stimulus. As Telford
(1931) first observed, people almost invariably respond more slowly to the
second stimulus when the interval between the two stimuli is reduced.
Telford called this the "psychological refractory period" (PRP)
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Figure 12.5 Schematic diagram of the psychological refractory period (PRP) design and
idealized pattern of data (hypothetical numbers).

effect, by analogy to the refractory period of neurons. Though the analogy
is probably not very apt, the label has stuck. In the PRP design, two
stimuli (S1 and S2) are presented, their onsets separated by some stimulus
onset asynchrony (SOA). The person makes a separate response to each
stimulus (R1 and R2, respectively). Figure 12.5 (idealized data) shows the
type of result usually obtained; the reaction time between S2 and R2
(RT2) grows as the SOA is shortened. Meanwhile, the reaction time
between S1 and R1 (RT1) is usually relatively constant, although this
depends on the instructions (see below). In some cases, the slope relating
RT2 to SOA is as extreme as -1, which means that any reduction in SOA
beyond a certain point merely increases RT2 by the same amount. To put it
differently, presenting S1 and S2 closer together in time (once the interval
reaches some minimum value) often fails to result in R2 being produced
any earlier. Another important observation is that while processing
required by the two tasks resists being "compressed" beyond a certain
point, at short SOAs, the total time required to carry out both tasks (the
interval between S1 and R2) is often substantially less than the sum of the
times required to complete each task separately. In short, there is a saving in
the total time for completing the two tasks, suggesting overlap in some
aspects of processing.
The PRP effect has been observed in many different tasks, including
simple reaction time (as in Telford's studies) and choice reaction time
tasks (starting with Creamer 1963). Although early PRP experiments
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mostly used pairs of manual responses, sometimes made with the same
finger, the effect can also be found when the two tasks involve completely
different effectors. For example, PRP effects have been found with tasks
combining manual and oculomotor responses (Pashler, Carrier, and
Hoffman 1993), manual and vocal responses (Pashler 1990), manual and
foot responses (Osman and Moore 1993), and vocal and foot responses
(Pashler and Christian 1994). Thus it is not necessary for two tasks to use a
common motor control system in order for a PRP effect to be observed. The
PRP effect is also found when the two stimuli involve different sensory
modalities. For example, Borger (1963) and Creamer (1963) found PRP
effects with visual and auditory stimuli, as have many more recent
researchers. It is not clear whether the PRP effect is greater when S1 and
S2 are presented in the same modality; this is hard to determine because
changes in input modality are typically confounded with differences in the
compatibility of the task mapping.
Limits of the Psychological Refractory Period Effect
The PRP effect is very robust, but over the past twenty-five years or so, a
number of exceptions have emerged. Greenwald and Shulman (1973;
Greenwald 1972) found that the effect of SOA on second-task RTs was
virtually eliminated when one task involved repeating a spoken word
(shadowing) and the other involved a highly compatible visuomanual task.
They hypothesized that "ideomotor compatibility," the fact that the
stimulus mimics the feedback produced by the response, might be critical.
Although McLeod and Posner (1984) demonstrated noninterference with
combinations of shadowing and other tasks in ways that seemed consistent
with this proposal, other research suggests ideomotor compatibility is
probably not sufficient to eliminate interference. For example, Brebner
(1977) devised a novel ideomotor-compatible task, requiring subjects to
press a button in response to upward pressure from a solenoid located under
the corresponding finger. When task 1 involved left-hand stimulation and
task 2 involved right-hand stimulation, a clear-cut PRP effect was
observed. Tasks requiring a saccadic eye movement toward a single spot,
or even the generation of an eye movement in response to a single stimulus
based on its color, seem not to generate PRP effects (Pashler, Carrier, and
Hoffman 1993). Visuomanual tasks with very high spatial stimulusresponse compatibility may also be free of central interference (Koch
1994). At present, then, the conditions under which the PRP effect
disappears are not well characterized. Indeed, it seems that dual-task
interference in pairs of punctate tasks can be eliminated only with tasks
that are, intuitively speaking, extremely natural and easy. Whether the
critical factor is the existence of prewired neural circuits that bypass central
machinery, a high degree of practice, or some combination of these factors
remains unknown. Perhaps the more significant point is
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Figure 12.6 Central bottleneck account of the psychological refractory period (PRP) effect.

that it is easy to find tasks with minimal cognitive demands that produce
robust PRP effects.
Sources of Dual-Task Slowing
Based largely on observations of PRP interference even where there is no
overlap in stimulus or response modality, Welford (1952, 1980) proposed
that dual-task slowing arises from a bottleneck in what he called
"stimulus-response translation"—in more modern parlance, the stage of
"response selection." The basic idea is illustrated in figure 12.6.
According to this hypothesis, each task is composed of three broad stages
(perception, response selection, and response execution); any stage of task
1 can overlap any stage of task 2, except for the shaded stage of response
selection: while one response is being selected, selection of the other
response must wait. As formulated, however, the hypothesis does not say
what should happen in tasks more complicated than choice RT, where one
often encounters mental operations that do not obviously fall into any one
of the three categories.
From this account, one can derive very specific predictions for the
results of dual-task experiments in which different stages of task 1 or task 2
are selectively prolonged. Increases in the duration of stages of task 1 up
to and including the shaded stage should, at short SOAs, propagate and
slow task 2 as well as task 1. Increasing the duration of the postbottleneck stages of task 1, on the other hand, should slow only task 1,
regardless of the SOA. Increasing the duration of stages in task 2 prior to
the bottleneck should correspondingly slow the second response at long
SOAs. At short SOAs, on the other hand, there is "slack" because the
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response selection in task 2 is not waiting for completion of perception in
task 2, but rather for the completion of response selection in task 1. The
result of the slack is that, at short (but not at long) SOAs, the perceptual
slowing should cease to affect RT2. The prediction, then, is that manipulations of the prebottleneck processing stages in task 2 should exhibit
underadditive interaction with SOA (see Jolicoeur, Dell'Acqua, and
Crebolder, chap. 13, this volume, for further details and examples).
Lengthening the duration of stages at or after the shaded portion of task 2,
on the other hand, should always slow R2 to the same extent, regardless of
SOA.
These predictions have been confirmed in many experiments involving
fairly elementary choice RT tasks (for a review, see Pashler 1997). The predictions are distinctive in the sense that they not only favor the central
bottleneck, but also rule out accounts that would place the bottleneck ear-lier
or later in the sequence of processing stages. Several of the results also seem
unfavorable to graded capacity-sharing models, especially the fact that
increases in first-task response selection difficulty have at least as large an
effect on RT2 as it has on RT1 (e.g., Broadbent and Gregory 1967). If task 1
were being performed with depleted capacity, and the manipulations
increased the capacity required to carry out the stage in question, one
would expect to see a greater effect on RT1 than on RT2 (see Pashler and
Johnston 1998 for discussion).
Much recent work within the bottleneck framework has focused on the
question of exactly which processes are subject to this limitation, and
which are not. Manipulations of the duration of sensory processing in task
2 (e.g., contrast) show the underadditive pattern indicating that the stages
affected are not subject to the bottleneck (Pashler 1984; De Jong 1993).
Johnston and McCann (forthcoming) degraded letters by making them
very squat or very narrow without altering stroke widths and contrast. In
another experiment, they altered the tilt of strokes composing the letters (for
instance, rotating the diagonal segments in the letter A inward so that the
character looked something like a teepee). At long SOAs, these distortions
slowed RT2 by about 30 msec. At short SOAs, however, RTs for distorted
and undistorted were indistinguishable, suggesting absorption into slack. It
seems likely, therefore, that letter identification, not merely visual feature
extraction, can occur on task 2 while critical stages of task 1 are under way.
On the other hand, when perceptual processing demands on task 2 include
not just identifying stimuli, but performing additional manipulations such
as mental rotation or comparisons, these operations are usually subject to
the central bottleneck (Ruthruff, Miller, and Lachman 1995).
Recent evidence suggests that, not merely the planning of actions based
on task-mapping instructions or difficult perceptual manipulations, but
memory retrieval overall is subject to queuing. Carrier and Pashler (1996)
combined a manual response to a tone (task 1) with paired
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associate retrieval cued by a visually presented word (task 2) in a PRP
design. The duration of the memory retrieval was manipulated by varying
the amount of practice subjects had carrying out any particular retrieval.
Second-task RTs were, not surprisingly, faster for better-learned pairs. In
the dual-task situation, this difference appeared additive with SOA
(Carrier and Pashler 1996). Following the logic described above, this implies
that memory retrieval was postponed by first-task processing and refutes
the claim that only the execution of the motor response is delayed. The
latter point seems especially clear because of the greater difficulty of task
2 compared to task 1. In the short (50 msec) SOA condition, subjects
responded to the tone about 600 msec after it was presented; the pairedassociate task was far more challenging, however: on average, the pairedassociate response did not occur until about 1,100 msec later. If all
interference were response related, it is hard to see what could be
postponing a second response so temporally remote from the first. The
results are to be expected, however, if one assumes that the central bottleneck
encompasses both response selection in task 1 and memory retrieval in task
2 (and perhaps response selection as well, if that is a separate stage in this
sort of task).
It seems to me a reasonable conjecture that the inability to select two
responses at the same time, which is apparent in choice RT tasks
(Welford's response selection bottleneck), may be just a special case of a
broader constraint, namely, that two retrievals cannot be carried out at the
same time. Within the confines of the choice RT experiment, it is an action
plan that is to be retrieved, whereas in other situations, it may, for example,
be a word or concept or episode. While the proposed constraint can be
expressed very simply, it stands in great need of explication. For example,
what is meant by "two retrievals"? If two stimuli are presented, each
associated with the same single response, does the lookup of that single
response based on the two stimuli constitute two retrievals or one? In choice
RT tasks, two redundant stimuli produce what Miller (1982) calls
"coactivation," a particularly strong form of parallel processing. The same is
almost surely true of more time-consuming memory retrieval operations.
What about one stimulus associated with two responses? Timothy Rickard
and I (Rickard and Pashler 1998) trained subjects in one phase of training to
associate each item on a list of ten words with a corresponding verbal
paired associate, and then, in a second phase of training, to associate each
item on the same list with a manual response.4 In a final test phase,
subjects were sometimes instructed to carry out both retrievals at once.
Whichever response was produced second had on average a latency that
was about twice as long as the single-task control. Other aspects of the data
also argued that the retrievals were carried out sequentially. Thus, for the
purpose of the proposed constraint, it is the number of outputs, not the
number of inputs, that determines whether a single retrieval or multiple
retrievals are required.
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The term retrieval also needs clarification. A priori, one might have
described letter identification, for example, as involving the retrieval of
the letter identity corresponding to a visually presented character. Yet I
have argued that object identification is not subject to the bottleneck. What
differentiates retrieval from classification or identification? At this point,
the answer must be vague: it seems that the operations subject to queuing
involve retrieving some mental contents that are distinct from the input in
that they are not an internal description of the input but some separate
contents. Sharpening up this description will require at the very least
testing a broader range of different types of retrievals in different dual-task
contexts; conceivably, it will also require a better understanding of the
neural substrates of these processes.
Strategic Interpretations
The apparent inability to execute the central stages of even fairly easy
tasks concurrently is surprising from both an intuitive and a computational
standpoint. It has recently been argued that postponement of central
processing in the PRP design stems not from a fundamental inability to
carry out the two tasks at the same time, but rather represents a strategic
response to the explicit or implicit demands of the experiment. This idea
has been developed in detail by Meyer and Kieras (1997), who proposed an
ambitious theory of human performance ("executive process interactive
control" or EPIC), discussed in detail by Kieras et al. (chap. 30, this volume).
According to EPIC, there are no intrinsic limitations whatever in the ability
to select responses or carry out memory retrievals concurrently. There are,
however, structural limitations in the initiation and execution of responses.
In addition, postponement of central processing (i.e., queuing of processing
stages) may occur whenever subjects perceive this to be advantageous.
Why would subjects adopt a queuing strategy in a dual-task design
when doing so means responding more slowly in one or both tasks? As
Meyer and Kieras note, in many PRP experiments, subjects have been told
to produce Rl as fast as possible (and even, in a few cases, to produce Rl
before R2). Primarily, this has been done in order to avert the "grouping"
strategy that people naturally fall into, whereby Rl is buffered and then
emitted shortly before R2 (Borger 1963; Pashler and Johnston 1989, exp.
2). Given a strong emphasis on first-task speed, subjects might choose not
to select the two responses in parallel because doing so might result in
responding to task 2 before task 1.
One obvious question, then, is what happens when there is no emphasis
on the speed of the first task and subjects try to respond to both tasks as
quickly as possible. A number of studies that did not emphasize first-task
speed have nevertheless shown evidence of central postponement. For
example, in Carrier and Pashler 1996, even though subjects were not
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told to emphasize the speed of the first response, both slowing of R2 and
postponement of central processing were observed. Similarly, in one of
their experiments, Ruthruff, Miller, and Lachmann (1995) did not emphasize first-task speed but nonetheless found evidence of a central
bottleneck.
There are also some other, rarely cited studies in which investigators
looked at performance of two serial choice RT tasks, where subjects are
instructed to respond to a train of signals in each task, rather than to two
discrete signals, as in the PRP design. Here the order of responses is
entirely up to the subjects, who simply attempt to achieve as much
"throughput" as possible in each task. Gladstones, Regan, and Lee (1989),
for example, had subjects perform serial tasks paced by the experimenter
(e.g., pressing a key in response to the position of a light and pronouncing a
letter in response to the color of a light). In some conditions, subjects
performed just one such task, whereas in others, they performed two
concurrently. The total rate at which information was processed summed
over the two tasks (which corresponds roughly to the total number of
responses in either task per unit time) was the same whether one task was
performed or two. This was true even after considerable practice, and
regardless of whether the tasks used the same or different input and output
modalities. Similar findings were reported by Fisher (1975a,b) and
Schouten, Kalsbeek, and Leopold (1960). Although, following Meyer and
Kieras (1997), some interference might be expected due to conflicts in the
initiation of responses, a bottleneck confined to response-related processing
should allow a dramatic increase in total throughput rate to be achieved
when two tasks are performed, instead of one.
My colleagues and I recently carried out other kinds of studies using
discrete tasks to examine whether central queuing is strategic in origin. In
one study, Eric Ruthruff, Alwin Klaassen, and I instructed subjects to perform
two tasks and group the responses close together in time, a requirement
subjects find quite natural. One task required judging whether a figure was
a normal or a mirror image letter and making a corresponding keypress
response. The other task, which could be performed more quickly,
involved discriminating between a single 17 msec tone and a rapid-fire
sequence of two 17 msec tones separated by 50 msec, with a vocal
response (saying "one" or "two"). The first tone and the letter began
simultaneously.
The instruction to group the two responses obviously does not provide
any incentive to perform one task before the other. If there is no interference between the decision or response selection phases of the two tasks,
the response should almost always be selected more quickly in the easier
task, normally the tone judgment. Thus the grouped response should only
be a bit slower than the response for the letter task alone, due to
occasional trials in which the letter task happens to take longer than the
tone task, plus any cost associated with grouping. In fact, there was very
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substantial slowing of mean RTs (1,475 msec for the dual-task grouped
response, compared to 917 msec for the letter task alone). Monte Carlo
simulations disclosed that this slowing could not be accounted for by the
fact that the tone task was occasionally slower than the letter task. It is
also not likely to reflect extra time taken to produce a grouped response;
costs of producing grouped responses can be assessed directly, and prove
negligible (e.g., Pashler and Johnston 1989, exp. 2).
As a further test, the difficulty of response selection in the easier task
was varied: in compatible blocks, subjects responded by saying "one" to
the single tone pulse, and "two" to the two pulses; in incompatible blocks,
the mapping was reversed, producing about 200 msec of slowing. If central
processing on the easier task were carried out in parallel with central
processing on the harder task, much of the slowing of the tone task should
be absorbed in "slack," and thus have minimal effect on the time to
produce the grouped responses. In reality, compatibility had at least as
large an effect on the grouped response in the dual-task context as it had
on performance of the tone task by itself. Thus the whole pattern of results
in this experiment favors the idea that central queuing was occurring in a
situation where parallel processing would clearly have been
advantageous.
In another recent study, Levy and I required subjects to make a threealternative button-push response to the color of a large disk presented on a
monitor screen, and to make a vocal response to its position (saying
"one", "two" or "three" for left, middle, or central position). Here, rather
than using grouping, we provided explicit payoffs designed to promote
parallel processing and to place equal emphasis on the speed of each task.
On blocks where both stimuli were presented, average reaction times for
both tasks exhibited substantial slowing. Again it appears that encouragement to prioritize one task more than the other is by no means a
necessary condition for dual-task interference to occur.
12.3

RELATING DUAL-TASK INTERFERENCE AND TASK SET

Having very briefly and selectively reviewed some of the main phenomena
in the area of task switching and central limitations in simple dual-task
performance, let us consider possible relations between the two topics. The
research on dual-task interference bears on the issue of task set and task
switching in several interesting respects. Two of these will be discussed
here. The first is a very broad question of cognitive architecture: Do the
phenomena of task set reconfiguration and dual-task interference (and
specifically the sort of central queuing argued for in section 12.2) singly or
jointly imply the existence of a "central executive" or "supervisory
attention system"? The second question is narrower: Does the bottleneck
itself reflect a limitation in task set, and perhaps the same limitation as is
responsible for task-shifting costs, in which case the phe-
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nomena of dual-task queuing and task switching might really be one and
the same?
Many writers have assumed that cognitive control requires the existence of a specific controlling mechanism whose function is to program
(other) cognitive machinery. As discussed in several chapters in this volume, this controlling function is often associated with the frontal lobes or
specific parts thereof. Several well-known theoretical frameworks in cognitive psychology, such as Baddeley's dissection (1986) of working memory
and Norman and Shallice's theory (1986) of attention and control,
famously invoked the idea of a "central executive." For present purposes,
we can put aside the common criticism that invoking an executive as an
account of mental control creates a sort of infinite regress (does the
executive contain its own executive?). Rather, let us simply ask whether
the phenomena of set and dual-task interference provide any sort of
evidence for such a conception.
As several authors have pointed out (e.g., Allport 1987; Monsell 1996),
the alternative is a scheme in which executive control emerges from the
interaction of the very same machinery that ordinarily carries out the
mental processes being controlled. The brute phenomena of executive
control (e.g., that we can decide to perform one task or another; that
verbal instructions can, if their recipient chooses to comply, completely
determine which stimuli evoke which responses) emphatically do not
require the existence of machinery dedicated for the purpose of control.
Mutual competition between distributed mechanisms for the control of
thought and action may well account for task set-switching phenomena.
Indeed, work on "multiagent planning" in artificial intelligence suggests
such a mechanism is capable of much more than that (e.g., Suarez,
Winstanley, and Griffiths 1998). Furthermore, some of the phenomena of
task set described above, such as the need to perform at least one trial of a
new task in order to fully reconfigure processing machinery for that task,
seem slightly more congenial to a distributed control architecture than to
the notion of a distinct executive mechanism.
It is also commonly suggested that the idea of an all-or-none processing bottleneck (particularly a single bottleneck that spans diverse
cognitive contents, as argued for above) naturally implies or at least
suggests the existence of a single mechanism that carries out whatever
cognitive operations are subject to queuing. Noting this, some writers
(e.g., Kinsbourne 1981) have pointed out that the notion of a singlechannel bottleneck seems hard to reconcile with the highly distributed
processing that characterizes the human cerebral cortex.
It is certainly true that one very natural explanation for obligatory
queuing of any given operation is the possibility that there is only a single
device capable of carrying out the operation. That may not be the only
explanation, however, let alone the correct one. Consider, for example,
recent studies of processing bottlenecks in commisurotomy ("split-
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brain") patients. If the central bottleneck described above has a defined
cortical locus, split-brain patients should show no PRP effect whenever
each task is confined to a separate hemisphere (assuming they are capable
of performing the tasks under such conditions). However, using lateralized stimuli and responses, Pashler et al. (1994) observed relatively
normal performance and a relatively normal PRP effect in four split-brain
patients. We concluded that the queuing underlying the PRP bottleneck
must have a subcortical source because connections at these brain levels
remain intact in split-brain patients (but see Ivry and Haseltine, chap. 17,
this volume, for another view based on later studies conducted with one of
these patients). It seems very unlikely that a brain stem mechanism would
be responsible for actually carrying out memory retrieval and response
selection. The natural alternative, then, is that the operations subject to
queuing are themselves distributed and subcortical mechanisms trigger or
control the queuing.
Is Queuing a Consequence of Task Set Limitations?
Is it possible that difficulties in selecting two responses at the same time
(resulting in the PRP effect) stem from an inability to simultaneously
maintain the task set for the two separate tasks? Although this idea has
been suggested from time to time (e.g., Gottsdanker 1980), such a reduction
seems hard to reconcile with the task-switching phenomena described
earlier in this chapter.5 Recall that in the Jersild paradigm, people usually
incur only a fairly modest cost (and sometimes none at all) in shifting from
one task to another so long as the mapping is univalent (i.e., where no
stimulus is ever mapped onto different responses in the two tasks).
Because, in the typical PRP task, the stimulus sets for the two tasks are
nonoverlapping, the problem of concurrent task set maintenance should be
comparable to that found with the univalent Jersild task, not with the
bivalent task. Based on the results described earlier, one would therefore
expect to find only a fairly modest slowing, presumably because both tasks
sets can simultaneously coexist. Because the PRP effect often reaches
several hundred milliseconds, presumably this concurrent maintenance
problem cannot be the whole source of it.
On the other hand, one need not rely on indirect inferences; the concurrent maintenance contribution to PRP slowing can be assessed fairly
directly, with a control seldom used until recently, by introducing to the
PRP experiment blocks in which subjects prepare for both tasks, but are
presented only one stimulus and are unable to predict which one this will
be. In one unpublished study, Eric Ruthruff and I had subjects make a
verbal response to a color patch, a manual response to a tone, or both. In
the "or" task, subjects performed one task or the other, but not both (only
one stimulus was presented). The "and" task was basically a PRP task
with a zero SOA. There was some slowing in the "or" task compared to
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pure task blocks, but much more slowing on top of that in the "and" task.
The preparatory limitation responsible for the slowing in the "or" task as
compared to a pure single task is likely to be responsible for slowing
found in various single-task designs, as Gottsdanker (1980) pointed out. In
a choice RT task, a greater number of stimulus-response (S-R) pairs is
associated with longer RTs (Hick 1952)—an effect that depends chiefly on
the number of alternatives subjects must prepare for, rather than the
number of different alternatives they were exposed to during the current
block of trials (Dixon 1981). Presumably, the need to prepare more S-R
"links" means that each link cannot be prepared as fully, causing performance to be slowed (Gottsdanker 1980; Logan 1978). It is not merely
the number of links that matters, however; the more conceptually cohesive the set of stimuli mapped onto any single response, the faster the
task can be performed (Greenwald, McGhee, and Schwartz 1998;
Seymour 1973). What is not clear is how preparatory costs should be
understood. For example, does poorer preparation for larger or more heterogeneous mappings reflect more time having elapsed since a given link
was prepared, or is "preparatory capacity" subject to continuous sharing, as
proposed by Gottsdanker (1980)?
A Modified Reduction Hypothesis
Even though dual-task slowing is not reducible to the preparatory limitation
for the reasons just discussed, one could still try to explain the PRP effect in
terms of a limitation in task set. Consider the following hypothesis. In the
"or" task experiments just described, the response selection module might
not be preset at all, or it might be set in a "neutral" fashion. The shift from
this unprogrammed state to the appropriate task set might occur very
quickly, producing only a minor cost. Suppose, counter to what we have been
assuming throughout this chapter, that, in the PRP design, despite a
univalent mapping, the first task set must be disengaged and the second
task set loaded before the second task can be processed. To explain why the
dual-task case ("and" task) produces more slowing than the unknown singletask case ("or" task), one merely has to suppose that the response selection
machinery cannot be reprogrammed while it is being used. This does not
seem like an unreasonable supposition. The only problem is that because this
account presumes that task set reconfiguration is necessary even with
univalent mappings, it fails to explain why bivalent lists exhibit so much
more alternation cost than univalent lists, although, with some ingenuity, it
could probably be made to explain this as well.
Fortunately, however, we do not need to rely on such arguments. What
would provide a critical test of the hypothesis that the bottleneck reflects a
limitation in maintaining the set for each task? If the bottleneck re-
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flects an inability to prepare the two task mappings simultaneously, then it
should disappear when two or more tasks use the same mapping. That is, if
the stimulus-response mapping rule remains fixed, and several stimuli must
be processed, parallel central processing should be possible, unlike in the
normal PRP case. One possible test of this claim would use a PRP task in
which two distinct stimuli are presented and the response rule is the same.6
Another method in which the mapping remains constant but subjects
attempt to perform more than one task at the same time is the serial RT task,
where subjects respond to a whole string of stimuli. In a recent study, we
had subjects carry out a self-paced serial task, with and without preview
(Pashler 1994). Letters unfolded from left to right, and subjects made a
button-push response to the identity of each letter (four possible keys and
four possible letters); ten letters unfolded, so that at the completion of the
trial, there were ten letters on the screen and subjects had made ten
responses. In the no-preview condition, the experiment began with the
presentation of a single letter; stimulus n + 1 was presented as soon as
subjects responded to stimulus n. In the preview condition, the experiment
began with two letters on the screen; stimulus n + 1 was presented on the
response to stimulus n - 1. Due to the preview, subjects could potentially
begin processing stimulus n + 1 while still processing stimulus n. Is this
logical possibility also a psychological possibility?
The rate of responding in the preview condition was greater than in the
no-preview condition. First noted by Cattell (1886) and confirmed by
Leonard (1953), this finding strongly suggests that some overlap of processing stages does indeed occur in the preview condition (as it does in the
conventional PRP situation, too; see figure 12.7). The key question was
whether the response selection stages associated with successive stimuli
could overlap. To answer this question, several different task difficulty
manipulations were used: targeting perception, response selection, and
response production. When the mapping was made less natural, thereby
increasing response selection duration (the manipulation was applied for the
whole list of ten stimuli), the time between each response in the run was
increased. The slowing was the same with or without preview. On the other
hand, when perceptual processing was made more difficult, the time
between the first stimulus and the first response lengthened, but the rate of
responding thereafter was virtually unaffected. The results can be
summarized by saying that response selection (but not perception or
response production) seems to be rate limiting for serial performance even
when stimuli are presented well before they are needed. Evidently, only
one response can be selected at a time even if the rule for selecting
responses does not change.
If the need to select new responses without any need to change task set is
sufficient to produce response selection queuing, it seems gratuitous (or at
least unparsimonious) to attribute the bottleneck in selecting com-
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Figure 12.7 Effects of preview, stimulus quality and S-R compatibility on serial reaction
time task. From Pashler 1994.

pletely distinct responses to an inability to maintain nonoverlapping
(univalent) mappings simultaneously prepared. In view of this finding,
plus the minimal cost of shifting in univalent lists (Jersild and others), it
seems likely the limitation on carrying out two response selections at once
cannot be reduced to a limitation on maintaining the two task sets at once.
Presumably, because the mappings are univalent, the response selection
module is loaded with both mappings (although not without cost, and not
necessarily to the same degree at all times throughout the trial). That
would suggest that the order of task performance in the PRP situation is
probably not preplanned, a view that has been challenged by De Jong
(1995). Logically speaking, there is no contradiction between saying that the
two task mappings are simultaneously loaded and saying
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that the order of processing is planned or anticipated, although De Jong's
evidence for preplanning of order involved tasks with two manual
responses, and may therefore represent a rather special form of response
selection.7
Alternative Explanations for Bottlenecks
We have considered two possible reasons for why a bottleneck might
arise in the process of action planning (and, it was suggested above,
memory retrieval as well). One explanation suggested that the bottleneck
reflects strategic choices in scheduling mental operations, rather than a
structural limitation: the other, that it reflects a limitation in simultaneously maintaining the two mappings in an active state. The evidence
described above, although not fully conclusive, suggests that neither of
these explanations is likely to be correct. If so, how else might one
account for this puzzling limitation?
One intuitively very appealing idea, proposed by Allport (1987, 1993)
and endorsed by De Jong (chap. 15, this volume), is that a bottleneck in
planning might serve a positive function of preventing incompatible
actions, thus maintaining the overall coherence of our behavior. The PRP
effect, which appears as an obstacle to optimal performance within the
contrived constraints of the dual-task experiment, might therefore be
adaptive—in computer parlance, a "feature, not a bug." This proposal
does not explain, however, why even time-consuming memory retrievals
should be subject to queuing, as argued above. Nor, as formulated, does it
specify exactly what sort of incoherence is meant to be prevented by
queuing. One idea might be that preventing unrelated actions from being
selected simultaneously would prevent the simultaneous execution of
motor responses created by different action plans. This, it might be
argued, would help maintain the coherence of behavior because a single
planning operation will seldom (one might assume) generate behaviors
that are mutually disruptive. The problem with this idea is that we are
actually quite capable of simultaneously executing responses reflecting
two or more independent planning operations. Casual observation of
ordinary human activities reveals many examples. In a cafe, for example, a
patron will lower a coffee cup while simultaneously beginning to speak; in a
store, a clerk greets a customer while simultaneously putting the previous
customer's groceries in a bag. It seems far-fetched to suppose that the
speech and the hand movement, or the greeting and the hand movement,
result from a single plan. These informal observations are confirmed by
objective data. Van Galen and ten Hoopen (1976), for example, had people
pronounce multisyllabic words in response to a letter and then make a
button-push response to a second letter that followed soon after. The
button-push response often occurred while the vocal response was still in
progress; when this happened, there was no detectable interference.
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One might suggest that what the brain is engineered to avoid is not the
overlapping execution of independently selected responses, but rather
the planning of an action that would terminate or disrupt a previously
selected action. Such a constraint might, in de Jong's words (chap. 15, this
volume), "protect task performance in progress from interference." Here
again, there is little reason to believe that the constraint envisioned really
exists. People can cancel actions that have just been launched, even when
these are highly practiced. For example, Logan and Burkell (1983)
showed that skilled typists could rapidly stop typing when an auditory
stop signal was presented. In simple terms, action planning and the
earliest stages of execution are not "ballistic." If they were, it might lend
a certain form of coherence to our behavior, but probably a sort of
coherence we should be glad not to possess.
The obvious alternative to accounts that view queuing as a positive
benefit are accounts that claim the computational requirements of parallel
retrieval would exceed available resources. This is somewhat puzzling,
though, in view of the rather elementary kinds of task mappings that
elicit queuing. The possibility of cross talk between tasks may help
explain the ubiquity of queuing, if not quite as directly as some writers
have supposed. Because similarity of tasks seems not to be a necessary
condition for dual-task interference or queuing, attributing dual-task
interference to content-specific cross talk within a given task combination
seems rather unpromising (Pashler 1997). It is possible, however, that the
system is wired up to require queuing as a general policy (conceivably
one that can be overcome with sufficient practice) to prevent cross talk
from unpredictably degrading performance in certain cases. Such an
account seems consistent with several findings described earlier, including
the proposed unity of limitations in action selection and memory
retrieval, and the evidence from split-brain patients that anatomically
distributed processing can be subject to queuing.
Open Questions
The study of task set is in its relative infancy, and the suggestions offered
here about how we might relate task set to dual-task limitations are modest
and preliminary. Many very basic questions remain to be addressed. One
obvious question is whether the process of task reconfiguration itself can be
carried out in parallel with another task. Goschke (chap. 14, this volume)
finds that people are able to achieve the usual (partial) degree of
reconfiguration if required concurrently to verbalize a description of the
task they are about to perform. On the other hand, producing an irrelevant
verbalization interfered with reconfiguration. What is not clear is
whether carrying out an unrelated nonverbal task would interfere. This
issue seems quite amenable to chronometric study.
Another open question is how the concepts useful in thinking about
arbitrary choice reaction time tasks that have been the focus of the
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research described here might generalize to the more ordinary activities of
everyday life. In activities like driving and conversing, one may speak of
"task schemata" or "goals," but the notion of "mapping" seems inapt or
contrived. Unfortunately, the implications of many of the concepts
described here for such tasks remain to be clarified. This statement is not
intended as a criticism of researchers who have, reasonably enough,
started by studying relatively tractable cases. One area where some steps
have been taken toward greater "ecological validity" is bilingual lexical
production. Several investigators have given bilingual subjects cues telling
them to name stimuli such as numbers in one language or another, and
examined the effects of RSI and related variables. Thus far, the results with
this task seem encouragingly similar to those found with non-linguistic
laboratory tasks described above (MacNamara, Krauthammer, and Bolgar
1968; Meuter and Allport 1999). It is to be hoped that further efforts to
examine tasks of this sort, as well as classic laboratory tasks, may shed
greater light on the issues of task control and dual-task performance.
NOTES
This work was supported by National Institute of Mental Health grant 1-R01-MH45584 and by
National Science Foundation grant SBR9729778.
1. Why preview should produce a switch benefit remains an open question. Conceivably,
people can overlap more of the processing of each successive task when the mapping is
changing.
2. In Vicentized distributions, the values for different percentiles are determined separately for
each subject, then averaged across subjects; the results represent the typical shape of
individuals' distributions, even if their speed of responding differs greatly.
3. In some cases (e.g., Rogers and Monsell 1995, exp. 4), a significant switch cost has been
found with univalent lists that use compound stimuli, where the irrelevant stimulus was
neutral (i.e., associated with no response).
4. The stimulus terms were color names and the verbal response terms were digits. During
testing, single- and dual-task blocks were interspersed.
5. Note that the issue here is not whether the PRP effect arises merely as a consequence of
temporal uncertainty about when S2 will arrive. This idea is clearly refuted by the finding
that when the temporal parameters are unchanged, but subjects need not respond to S1, no
PRP slowing occurs (e.g., Pashler and Johnston 1989).
6. One would naturally assume that sensory- or effector-specific interference would potentially
contaminate such a study. If, however, the duration of central processing substantially
exceeded that of more peripheral processing, reuse of the same sense and effector mechanisms should make very little difference; this deserves testing.
7. Manual response selection may ordinarily choose a spatial location, rather than a finger. If
both a left-hand response and a right-hand response must be selected, the potential set of
spatial locations may be unwieldy. As a strategy, the response-selection machinery might
therefore choose within-hand spatial locations for each hand in turn, requiring a planned
order (Pashler 1990). If this explains De Jong's findings, evidence for preplanning ought to
disappear when one task is manual and the other vocal.
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